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Keys

‘Three-Chord Method’

Strum a Three-Chord Progression          Progression in Key of ‘A’

Any ‘A-D-E’ Combination Works             Alternate Progression:  Key of ‘A’

Regardless of the musical style, just about any piece of music relies on a specific combination of notes and

chords that will fall into the range of a certain key.  A key is a group of notes or chords that are arranged

to harmonize together in order to produce a certain desired effect of tone or mood.  Dozens of chords can

be drawn from a key to write a song, and the first step in understanding how to do this is to learn how to

arrange a basic three-chord song in any key.

Three Primary Chords 

Every major chord has two other major chords that will harmonize with it.  These three prim ary chords

provide the basic structure or foundation for all s ty les of songwriting.  Using just a guitar, the three

primary chords can be determined for any key using a ‘Three-Chord-Method’.

Say, for example, a guitarist is strumming an ‘A’ chord and wants to write a basic three-chord song based

on the ‘A’ chord.  In other words, the guitarist wishes to write a song in the ‘Key of A’.  The steps listed

below show how to use the guitar to apply a ‘Three-Chord Method’ to determine the three prim ary

chords in the Key of ‘A’.

        Steps 1 - 3
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         Key of  ‘A’

        (‘A’-‘D’-‘E’)

Step 1:  Locate the note of the chosen key on the sixth string.  

For the Key of ‘A’, the ‘A’ note is would be on the fifth fret. 

Step 2:  P lay the ‘A’ note with the first finger, then play the note

next to it on the fifth string along the same (fi fth) fret, followed

by playing a third note on the fifth string two frets higher on the

seventh fret (see right). 

Step 3:  Determine the letter names of the other two notes on 

the fifth string (fi fth fret = ‘D’, seventh fret = ‘E’).  All three

notes correspond to the three prim ary chords (‘A’, ‘D’, & ‘E’)

in the Key of ‘A’.  (Steps 1-3 are show in Tab to the right.)

To hear how the three primary chords in the

Key of ‘A’ harmonize, strum a basic

progression using a ‘down... down-up-up-

down’ strum pattern for each chord, producing

an easy-going, folk-style mood or tone. (right) 

  A - D - E - A - A - D - E - A - A 
  (2x)   (2x)   (2x)  (2x)   (2x)   (2x)   (2x)  (1x -strum) 

                    

The three-chord combination of ‘A’, ‘D’, and

‘E’ is exclusive to the Key of ‘A’.  Any 

‘running order’ or arrangem ent of these

chords will be within the Key of ‘A’, so the

beginning guitarist can try out various combi-

nations of ‘A’, ‘D’, and ‘E’ chords without

sounding out of key (example shown right).  

  A - D - A - E - D - A - E - D - A - A
  (2x)   (2x)  (2x)   (2x)  (2x)   (2x)  (1x)  (1x)   (1x-strum)
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The Method Works For Any Key

The ‘Three-Chord Method’ can be used to determine the three primary chords for any key.  For example,

to determine the three primary chords in the Key of ‘G’, simply apply the same method starting from the

‘G’ note on the sixth string/third fret (shown below left).  Like the previous example in the Key of ‘A’, try

strumming a basic three-chord progression in the Key of ‘G’ to hear how the three prim ary chords

harmonize together. (shown below right) 
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         Key of  ‘G’
        (‘G’-‘C’-‘D’)

Applying the Method - Fourth & Fifth Strings

The ‘Three-Chord Method’ can also be used starting on the fourth and fifth strings, which can save time

from having to ‘count-up’ the sixth string for certain keys.  Simply determine which string (‘D’, ‘A’, or ‘E’)

will require less counting-up’ to find the desired key.   With the Key of ‘D’, for example, it takes less time

to apply the method to the open fourth string (‘D’) when compared to using the fifth string (fi fth fret) or

the sixth string (tenth fret).      
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         Key of  ‘C’                 
           (fifth string)

First Chord Is Usually the Key

   G  -  C  -  D  -  G  -  G  -  C  -  D  -  G  -  G 
    (2x)    (2x)     (2x)     (2x)    (2x)     (2x)     (2x)     (1x)  (strum) 

                               Key of ‘G’ Progression 

   D  -  G  -  A  -  D  -  D  -  G  -  A  -  D  -  D
    (2x)    (2x)     (2x)     (2x)     (2x)     (2x)    (2x)    (1x)  (strum) 

                              Key of ‘D’ Progression 
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         Key of  ‘D’                 

                    (fourth string)

Most of the time, the first chord played in a song will indicate its actual key.  Getting familiar with strumming

the progressions from this lesson will develop the ability eventually recognize entire progressions from songs

‘by ear’ once the initial chord is determined.  Below is another standard chord progression for guitar in the

Key of ‘C’, featuring the challenging ‘F’ chord.   

   C  -  F  -  G  -  C  -  C  -  F  -  G  -  C  -  C
   (2x)     (2x)    (2x)     (2x)    (2x)    (2x)     (2x)     (1x)  (strum)

                              Key of ‘C’ Progression 
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All of chord progressions from previous lesson featured the exclusive use of major chords, which produce

arrangements with a ‘relaxing’ or ‘happy’ mood or tone.  With minor chords, the same three-chord concept

can be applied.  The following sections will shows how the ‘Three-Chord Method’ can be applied for m inor

keys. 

Three-Chord Method:  Minor Keys                                                     Key of ‘A’ Minor

Progressions in Minor Keys                                 Comparing Progressions

Other Minor Keys

The Key of ‘A’ Minor is the only minor key made up exclusively of ‘open’ minor chords.  In order to play

progressions in any other minor key, it will be essential to know how to barre m oveable minor chord

shapes (Chord Vocabulary).  Getting acclimated to fretting and shifting between open and barre minor

chords within the same progression will initially be a challenge.  Below are examples of applying the

‘Three-Chord Method’ and strumming basic progressions in the Key of ‘B’ Minor and the Key of ‘D’

Minor.  

Key of ‘B’ Minor  Key of ‘D’ Minor                      Progression Examples

 1
 2
 3

 4               2    4

 5         2
 6

      (‘Bm’-‘Em’-‘F<m’)

24 Total Keys

All twelve chromatic notes correspond to twelve major and twelve minor chords.  With the ‘Three-Chord

Method’, any three-chord progression can be derived from each chord.  The result is 24 potential keys (12

Major, 12 Minor) and progressions that can be determined using just a guitar.

Key of ‘A’ Minor Progression 

 

  Am  -  Dm  -  Em  -  Am  -  Am  -  Dm  -  Em  -  Am 
                        

Key of ‘A’ Major Progression 

                A    -   D     -   E    -   A     -   A    -    D    -   E   -   A 

*strum each chord: ‘down, down-up-up-down’ 2x each 

Minor Keys

To determine the three primary chords for any m inor key, the

same ‘Three-Chord Method’ can be applied, with the only

difference being the three notes found using the method will

correspond to minor chords instead of major chords.  For

example, the same ‘A’, ‘D’, and ‘E’ notes that correspond to

the Key of ‘A’ (‘A’, ‘D’, &  ‘E’) are the same three notes that

will correspond to the Key of ‘A’ Minor (‘Am’, ‘Dm’, & ‘Em’).

 1
 2

 3                 0    2 

 4          0

 5                
 6 

       (‘Dm’-‘Gm’-‘Am’)

  Bm - Em - F<m - Bm  (repeat)

 Dm - Gm - Am - Dm  (repeat)

When comparing major and minor

chords (happy vs serious), the

same contrast in mood or tone can

be heard when comparing progres-

sions in major and m inor keys.  To

compare the difference in mood

between the Key of ‘A’ Minor and

the Key of ‘A’ Major, strum each

progression to the right. 

1
2
3

4                0     2

5         0    
6             
     (‘Am’-‘Dm’-‘Em’)
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Shortcut Methods
Using just the fingers, there is a shortcut method that will work in determining some of the more-popular

keys in guitar music.  This shortcut method is limited to determining only the keys of:  ‘C’, ‘A’, ‘G’, ‘E’,

and ‘D’ (‘CAGED’), but since most guitar songs are based within these five keys, this method can be

considered beneficial to know for guitarists.  The following sections provide a step-by-step approach to

this shortcut approach.

‘

‘A’
‘B’

‘C’

‘G’

‘D’

‘C’

‘D’

‘B’

‘E’

‘A’

Û
Ú

Ü

Ù
Ø

Comparing Methods:  Key of ‘F’

This shortcut method is limited (only ‘CAGED’ keys) because it does not take into consideration the keys

with sharpened and flattened primary chords.  For example, the three primary chords in the Key of ‘F’

are ‘F’, ‘B=’, and ‘C’ (using the ‘Three-Chord Method’), however, using the shortcut method would

incorrectly identify the three primary chords as ‘F’, ‘B’, and ‘C’.

Method vs Memorization

The shortcut method can also  be applied to determine any of the ‘CAGED’ minor keys.  Simply

substitute minor chords for major chords with the same corresponding notes found using the fingers. 

Eventually, having to rely on methods to determine keys won’t be necessary as the most-often used keys

for guitar will simply be m em orized with enough practice. 

Shortcut Method:  Fingers

Step 1                                 Step 2                           Step 3                              Step 4 

‘A’

‘D’

‘E’

Using the fingers, this shortcut method shows how to determine the primary chords in the Key of ‘A’.

Step 1:  Assign numbers to each finger.  These are the same finger numbers introduced in the Getting

             Started section, with the addition of the number ‘5' being assigned to the thumb. 

Step 2:  Assign the letter ‘A’ (the desired key) to finger number ‘1', then simply ‘count-up’ the 

             alphabet five letters (not including sharps or flats) up to finger number ‘5'.

Step 3:  Finger numbers:  ‘1', ‘4', and ‘5' (‘A’, ‘D’, and ‘E’) will correspond to the three primary 

             chords in the Key of ‘A’.  

Step 4:  Step 4 shows the shortcut method applied to the Key of ‘G’. (‘G’, ‘C’, and ‘D’)

Minor Keys - ‘CAGED’ Method
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